
Iris Turns is proud to support Great Ormond Street Hospital through this event. 25% of art 
sales and our profit on programs will be donated to the charity. 
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IRIS TURNS 
 

Private View: 08/03/2017 
6.30pm-8.30pm 

 
Exhibition Opening: 09/03/2017 – 12/03/2017 

 
 

Guided tours available with the artists for the duration of the Exhibition. 
 
 
“Theory tells us: We are merely mortal, material organisms- and we have little time at our 
disposal. Thus, we cannot waste our time with contemplation. Rather, we must act here and 
now. Time does not wait and we do not have enough time for further delay.” – Boris Groys, 
Under The Gaze of Theory. 
 
IRIS TURNS showcases the work of 30 artists who have spent the past three years 
exploring the diameters of both their technical and theoretical interests. The range of work 
on show poses questions for the immediate society. Ideas around accelerating digital 
technologies, narcissism and the body are sat beside more traditional interests in materials 
such as painting and sculpture. This diverse range of works is united by the aim of 
challenging an audience’s perception, subverting expectations to demystify assumed truths. 
Each artist has pushed the limits of their practice and the wider context that they sit within, in 
order to give a fresh and considered take on these historical and contemporary subjects.  

 
The Bargehouse at OXO tower wharf provides a unique setting in which to display these 
works and ideas due to its historical features and originally functional design. IRIS TURNS 
then signifies a quite literal turning point for these artists, marking a retrospective milestone 
for the moment they defined their practice. In many ways IRIS TURNS is all about the self. It 
is for the artists to establish their practice and interests to a wide audience. Ultimately, we 
invite you, reader, to navigate through the Bargehouse and explore the urgency of our 
observations. Imagine these spaces as lenses, which allow and encourage you to peer at 
the world through a critical gaze in order for you to draw conclusions about our co existing 
world. If only it were harmonious.  
 
Live performance; ‘The Gaze’ by Laura Greenway (MA), Wednesday 8th stating at 7:30pm.  
 
Room 5 showcases a self-contained exhibition by MA students at UCA Farnham. 
	


